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F : A −→ B. If both A and B are also equipped with a c-w-f labelling, we say that

a functor F : A −→ B is homotopy-invariant iff for any arrow X
(w)−→ Y (weak

homotopy equivalence), it holds F (X)
(w)−→ F (Y ). An initial object ⊥ of A is a

minimal element of A (whenever such exists). (As any diagram is commutative in
these categories, we need not state the conditions that the functors have to respect
commutative diagrams.)

2.3. Let On be the category of ordinals where each arrow is labelled (cf) and each
isomorphism is labelled (cwf). For a function F : A −→ On, define (minimum is
taken over all finite sequences labelled as shown)

LcF (X) = min
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2.4. LcF (X) is a homotopy invariant functor "closest from the left"(Quillen, I:4.1) to
the function F : StNaamen−→On, by which is meant: for any homotopy-invariant
functor G : StNaamen−→On such that G(X)−→F (X) for any object X such that

⊥ (c)−→ X , it holds that G(Y )−→LcF (Y ) for any⊥ (c)−→ Y (note then there is a natural
transformation from functor G to functor LcF ).

In particular, the function LcF : StNaamen−→On is the left derived functor of
F : StNaamen−→On provided that F is a functor.
2.5. Take F = card to be the cardinality function. Arguably, the model category
formalism suggests we view Lccard : StNaamen −→ On as an analogue of a cofi-
brantly replaced left derived functor of the “forgetful functor” card : StNaamen −→
On. Then homotopy yoga suggests we view values of Lccard , e.g. Lccard ({ℵα}) =
Lccard ({X : X ⊆ ℵα}), as (homotopy-invariant and therefore) more robust and
interesting invariants, as compared to the non-homotopy-invariant values card ({X :
X ⊆ ℵα}).
2.6. And indeed, it is for the reasons of being more robust and less prone to change by
forcing that the values of Lccard ({ℵα}) (for limit ℵα) have been introduced in set the-
ory (Shelah, Cardinal Arithmetic). Set-theoretically, Lccard ({ℵα}) = cov(ℵα,ℵ1,ℵ1, 2)
is the least size of a family X of countable subsets of ℵα, such that every count-
able subset of ℵα is a subset of a set in the family X . This may used, for example,
to study the cardinality (ℵα)ℵ0 of the set of countable subsets of ℵα, via the bound
(ℵα)ℵ0 6 cov(ℵα,ℵ1,ℵ1, 2) + 2ℵ0 , by decomposing it into a "noise" "non-homotopy-
invariant" part 2ℵ0 whose value is known to be highly independent of ZFC (and easy
to force to change), and a homotopy-invariant part cov(ℵα,ℵ1,ℵ1, 2) which admit
bounds in ZFC (and is harder to force to change).
2.7. A short calculation gives Lccard ({X : X ⊆ ℵ0}) = 1 (in ZFC) whereas it is
known that there are models of ZFC where e.g. card ({X : X ⊆ ℵ0}) = 2ℵ0 > ℵωω .
Meanwhile, non-trivially, Shelah (Cardinal Arithmetic, IX:4) proves Lccard ({ℵω}) <
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ℵω4 . Similar upper bounds exist on Lccard ({ℵα}) for (most) ℵα limit (excepting
ℵα = α), and are provided by PCF theory.
2.8. Arguably, the above justifies saying that the homotopy-invariant version of Gen-
eralised Continuum Hypothesis has less independence of ZFC, as suggested by ho-
motopy theory.

2.9. Remarks. These remarks are explained in more details in [Gavrilovich].
2.9.1. Gromov [Ergosystems] writes that «The category/functor modulated structures
can not be directly used by ergosystems, e.g. because the morphisms sets between
even moderate objects are usually unlistable. But the ideas of the category theory
show that there are certain (often non-obviuos) rules for generating proper concepts.»
Curiously, in our categories where this obstruction does not arise, all definitions we
make seem to be a result of a rather direct and automatic, straightforward repeated
application of the lifting property to basic concepts of naive set theory, and the axioms
of a model category admit a functional semantics whereby they are interpreted as rules
to draw arrows and add labels on labelled graphs.
2.9.2. Shelah explicitly states his ideology of PCF theory in Shelah (Logical Dreams),
e.g. Thesis 5.10, and we find it remarkably similar to the model category ideology
as applied to StNaamen. It is unclear whether a deeper connection with PCF theory
exists, e.g. whether the sequence of PCF generators is a (non-pointed) analogue of a
(co)fibration sequence, or whether X 7−→ {X} and X 7−→ ∪x∈Xx can be usefully
viewed as analogues of suspension X 7−→ ΣX and loop X 7−→ ΩX spaces.
2.9.3. Manin (A course in logic, 2010, p.174) discusses the Continuum Hypothesis
and the possibility for a need to “try to find alternative languages and semantics”.
It would seem that the connection between homotopy theory (in the model category
formalism) and set theory (in ZFC or NF, or similar formalisms) we suggest, may
provide for such an alternative language and semantics.
2.9.4. Our original motivation was to associate a model category (via the class of
families of models) to an uncountably categorical theory and, more generally, to an
excellent abstract elementary class (Shelah, Classification theory of non-elementary
classes). In particular, we wanted to use the language of homotopy theory to per-
form the model-theoretic analysis of complex exponentiation (C,+, ∗, exp) (Zilber,
Pseudo-exponentiation on algebraically closed fields of characteristic zero) and covers
of semi-Abelian varieties ([Bays] and references therein). These results claim there
exist a unique, up to an appropriate notion of isomorphism (not respecting topol-
ogy), function ex : C −→ C satisfying ex (x + y) = ex (x)ex (y), the Schanuel
conjecture and a dual thereto; Bays replaces C and ex by an elliptic curve and its
cover exE : C −→ C/Λ. Their analysis leads to a number- and geometric-theoretic
conditions on semi-Abelian varieties (Mumford-Tate, Kummer theory, Mordell-Weil,
Schanuel Conjecture); we wanted an analysis covering more general algebraic vari-
eties which would to lead to geometric conditions in place of those above.
2.10. Thanks. I thank my Mother and Father for support, patience and more. I also
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thank Artem Harmaty for attention to this work, and encouraging conversations, and
Martin Bays for reading and discussing. Detailed thanks are in the report [Gavrilovich].
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